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Brian N. Larson
Bridging Rhetoric and Pragmatics with 
Relevance Theory
Abstract: In this chapter, I bridge rhetoric and pragmatics, both of which 
concern themselves with language-in-use and meaning-making beyond formal 
syntax and semantics. Previous efforts to link these fields have failed, but Sperber 
and Wilson’s relevance theory (RT), an approach to experimental pragmatics 
grounded in cognitive science, offers the bridge. I begin by reviewing Gricean 
pragmatics and its incompatibility with rhetoric and cognitive science. I then 
sketch RT, but importantly, I identify revisions to RT that make it a powerful tool 
for rhetorical analysis, a cognitive pragmatic rhetorical (CPR) theory. CPR theory 
strengthens RT by clarifying what it means to be relevant – and irrelevant – in 
relevance-theoretic terms. Meanwhile, it provides rhetoric a set of principles 
for its functioning grounded in cognitive science. I conclude with sample CPR- 
theoretic analyses.
1 Introduction1
Rhetoric and pragmatics were born together in the Athens of the fifth century 
BCE. In their history of early pragmatics, Nerlich and Clarke (1996) found its roots 
in Protagoras’ identification of the moods or modes of speech (“statement, ques-
tion and imperative”) and in Aristotle’s Rhetoric (2007). Protagoras was one of 
the sophists, philosophers credited with innovation in the teaching of rhetoric in 
Athens at the time. Contemporary pragmatics focuses on ascribing meaning to 
utterances, using context to enrich literal or decoded meaning. Rhetoricians are 
deeply interested in the work that words do, particularly the work of persuasion, 
regardless of what their literal meaning might be.
Pragmatics “has to do with all context-dependent aspects of meaning ‘sys-
tematically abstracted away from in the pure semantics of logical form’” (Nerlich/
Clarke 1996, quoting Horn 1992). To the extent that pragmatic theories extend 
1 I would like to thank Dr. Alan Gross and Christopher Cocchiarella for helpful comments on 
earlier drafts of this chapter.
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language study away from code models – the semantics of logical form – they 
are likely compatible with rhetoric (Bazerman 1988). Indeed, many theorists in 
rhetoric (Berkenkotter/Huckin 1994; Bhatia 1993), argumentation theory (van 
Eemeren/Grootendorst 2004; Jacobs 2000), and critical theory (Butler 1997) 
have employed concepts from pragmatics. As I explain below, though, previ-
ous efforts to bridge pragmatics and rhetorical theory, characterizing them as 
fiancé(e)s (Dascal/Gross 1999) or as antistrophoi (Liu/Zhu 2011), have failed, in 
part because of the continued focus in many theories of pragmatics on decoding 
utterances.
My proposed solution may seem ironic: The relevance theory of pragmatics 
(Sperber/Wilson 1995) has been regarded with skepticism by many contempo-
rary pragmatists, and relevance theory’s proponents, Sperber and Wilson, have 
regarded rhetoric with skepticism. This article argues, nevertheless, that rele-
vance theory (RT) should be the bridge between these fields. With the exception 
of Oswald (2007; 2011; 2016) and Larson (2016), however, no one has used RT to 
link them. What’s more, some modifications of RT proposed by other scholars 
need to be synthesized into the model for it to function as a theory of rhetoric and 
pragmatics.
The result – which I call cognitive pragmatic rhetorical (CPR) theory – pro-
vides a framework for communication and rhetorical analysis that is grounded 
in cognitive science and its insights about communication embodied in part in 
RT, and it extends RT in ways that explain the production of utterances and 
clarify what it means to be “relevant” in relevance-theoretic terms. CPR theory, 
like RT, posits communicative production and interpretation as functions of 
relevance, the cognitive tendency of humans to seek out the greatest cogni-
tive effects (desired changes in cognitive environment) with the least cogni-
tive effort. CPR represents a practical, non-reductionist framework to analyze 
meaning – that is, it looks at the (hermeneutical) dynamics of the linguistic and 
cognitive, semantic and pragmatic, social and psychological, etc., without sim-
plistic reduction to one or the other. Like RT, CPR provides tools for interpreta-
tion and analysis and a framework for predictions that can be tested empirically. 
If it is correct, it can bridge the rhetorical tradition, cognitive science, and phi-
losophy of language.
This chapter takes the following form: After providing three brief, constructed, 
illustrative examples of language use, I begin by reviewing a dominant model of 
contemporary pragmatics that I will call classical pragmatics and its incompati-
bility with rhetoric and cognitive science. I then sketch RT and revisions to it that 
make it a powerful tool for rhetorical analysis. Finally, I provide CPR-theoretic 
analyses of these illustrative examples as well as an attested (though possibly 
apocryphal) rhetorical performance.
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2 Illustrative examples
Imagine three communicative exchanges.2 In the first, assume that Cyrille and 
Marc are French siblings, that Marc is seeking the pen of their common aunt, and 
Cyrille intends to inform him that the pen in question is on the nearby desk:
(1) Marc: Où est la plume de notre tante?
 ‘Where is our aunt’s pen?’
(2) Cyrille: La plume de notre tante est sur le bureau.
 ‘Our aunt’s pen is on the desk.’
Consider a second exchange: Laura, Carlos, and Maria are American siblings, 
all in the drawing room at their aunt’s home.
(3) Carlos: Where is Aunt Luisa’s Mont Blanc pen?
Carlos is a little pompous and exaggerates the French pronunciation of “Mont 
Blanc” ([mõ blã]), despite the fact that he speaks no French himself. Laura and 
Maria both speak French.
(4) Laura: La plume de ma tante est sur le bureau.
Maria snickers.
Consider the third exchange: Note first that (4) has reputedly appeared in 
low-quality commercial language phrasebooks and has been described as prac-
tically useless (Wikipedia n.d.). Bill, a linguist, and Anne, a teacher of German, 
are professionally familiar with these facts, and each expects the other is as 
well. Note, too, that Anne likes to make a joke and also likes folks to think she 
is clever.
(5) Bill: What do you think of Smith’s new German textbook?
(6) Anne: Où est la plume de ma tante.
Each of the utterances (2), (4), and (6) is human communication, what Wilson 
and Sperber (2012, 87) describe as “a more or less controlled modification by the 
2 The reader may find these examples, and perhaps this entire chapter, more tolerable after view-
ing comedian Eddie Izzard’s ‘bit’ on these sentences: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnJx-
afaOGbQ
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 communicator of the audience’s mental landscape – his cognitive environment 
[…] – achieved in an intentional and overt way”. Thus, every human communica-
tion is an attempt by the Speaker3 to change the Hearer’s beliefs about the world, 
to alter his emotional state, to redirect his goals, or most likely some combination 
of these three. Note that this inclusion of goals and emotions in people’s cognitive 
environments is not consistent with Wilson and Sperber’s usage, a matter I will 
take up below.
Whether a given communicative performance or exchange can be called 
“rhetoric” depends on the scope we give to that term. But certainly the para-
digmatic instances of rhetoric – oratory and address in the public sphere – are 
instances of communication in the terms defined above, and any theory explain-
ing the former should not be inconsistent with theories addressing the latter.
Below, I review some basic principles of pragmatics and the relevance 
theory of Sperber and Wilson. I then describe the extension of Sperber and 
Wilson by Straßheim, founded in the concepts of relevance and typification 
from Alfred Schutz (Schutz 1964; 1966; 1973). Finally, I propose CPR theory’s 
conceptions of the cognitive environment and imputed cognitive environment 
and briefly introduce the CPR-theoretic production and comprehension/inter-
pretation procedures. In each case, I will refer to the three communicative 
exchanges above.
3 Pragmatics, cognitive science, and relevance
The prevailing theories of language-in-use owe much to work in the philosophy of 
language by Austin (1975), Searle (1970; 1979), and Grice (1989). Taken together, 
these scholars can be viewed as the founders of what I will refer to here as clas-
sical pragmatics4; much of the research in that field is grounded in these works 
or at least sets itself up in response to them. Classical pragmatics explores the 
notion that meaning cannot be found merely by decoding sentences based on 
the semantics of words and the manner of their combination (syntax). Rather, 
scholars of pragmatics assert that meaning must be derived from the application 
of inference to the products of decoding.
3 I employ the practice of referring to the hypothetical “Speaker” (or “Writer”) and “Hearer” 
(or “Reader”) with an initial capital, using feminine pronouns for the former (Speaker=she) and 
masculine pronouns for the latter (Hearer=he).
4 Not to be confused with Aristotle and Protagoras, mentioned above as originators of some 
pragmatic ideas in the classical era in Greece.
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Pragmatics generally contrasts the content of a sentence (the domains of 
syntax and semantics) with the context of an utterance (the domain of pragmat-
ics). Refer back to the illustrative exchanges above. In (1) and (2), Marc can inter-
pret Cyrille’s response in (2) simply by decoding5 it – applying a compositional 
analysis to the syntax and semantics of the sentence. In (3) and (4), assuming 
Aunt Luisa’s pen is on the nearby desk, syntax/semantics would say (4) is liter-
ally correct in French. It can be decoded – though not by Carlos – to provide the 
answer to the question in (3). But pragmatics asks what Laura is doing here: why 
she is responding in a language that Carlos does not understand.
In (5) and (6), Bill can interpret Anne’s response in (6) only by reference to 
the context; in fact, no effort to decode Anne’s utterance will yield useful infor-
mation. Even assuming Bill speaks French, the propositional content of (6) does 
nothing to answer his question. In fact, decoding the sentence using syntax and 
semantics is a waste of his interpretive effort. Nevertheless, the context and Bill 
and Anne’s knowledge of each other and their fields is likely to guide him to a 
correct interpretation – that the text is superficial and useless – perhaps as soon 
as he hears the first couple words.
Pragmatics, then, busies itself with going beyond code models of language, 
usually by application of rational (but not logical or demonstrative) inference to 
utterances in context in order to determine the Speaker’s intention. According to 
Grice (1989), an utterance may encode a speaker’s meaning, or it may merely be 
evidence of her meaning. For Grice (1989, 26), “talk exchanges are characteristi-
cally, to some degree at least, cooperative efforts – [with] a common purpose or 
set of purposes, or at least a mutually accepted direction”. Grice famously offered 
his cooperative principle (CP): “Make your conversational contribution such as is 
required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of 
the talk exchange in which you are engaged” (Grice 1989, 26).
The conclusions that the Hearer draws from the inferential process are what 
Grice calls “implicatures”. These are conclusions that the Hearer draws about 
what the Speaker “implied, suggested, [or] meant” that are different from what 
the Speaker “said”, which is “closely related to the conventional meaning of the 
words […] uttered” – that is, the decoded sentence (Grice 1989, 24–25).
Classical pragmatics is focused on decoding and on rational inferences about 
meaning implicatures. Common to the theories of Searle (1970; 1979) and Grice 
(1989) is the principle that the Hearer should first decode the literal meaning, 
or “what is said”, and then use inference to derive the implicatures only where 
5 Let’s ignore for the moment that he must resolve the reference our as some person and our 
aunt’s pen as a particular possession of that person.
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the decoded meaning would fail to satisfy the CP. That is, they assume that the 
meaning of the sentence as decoded is close to the meaning the Speaker intended 
and that inference bridges the gap. For example, when Bill attempts to interpret 
Anne’s response to his question about the textbook – “Où est la plume de ma 
tante” (6) – he would first decode it (assuming he understands French) and then, 
after concluding that the decoded meaning violates the CP, he would apply infer-
ence to her utterance, using it merely as evidence of her meaning.
Two things are important to note: First, for many theorists of pragmatics in 
the classical mode, implicatures are propositions about the world. That is, the 
goal of inferential interpretation by the Hearer is that he will believe a larger set of 
(hopefully true) propositions about the world. Thus, after the exchange in which 
Bill asks “What do you think of Smith’s new German textbook?” (5) and Anne 
answers “Où est la plume de ma tante” (6), Bill could entertain a thought or rep-
resentation with the content in (7), or at least the content in (8).
(7) ‘Smith’s new German textbook is superficial and useless.’
(8) ‘Anne thinks Smith’s new German textbook is superficial and useless.’
As Dascal and Gross (1999) and Liu and Zhu (2011) explain, rhetoric is concerned 
with the perlocutionary effects (at least persuasive, but perhaps others) of communi-
cation, not merely propositional content. In fairness, Grice (1989, 28) did not entirely 
ignore this issue, writing “this specification is, of course, too narrow, and the scheme 
needs to be generalized to allow for such general purposes as influencing or direct-
ing the actions of others”. It is unclear, though, how the CP could work to do this.
Second, with few exceptions, classical pragmatics focuses on interpretation, 
and not production, of utterances. Rhetoric concerns itself very deeply with the 
effective means of production; it is “an ability, in each particular case, to see the 
available means of persuasion” (On Rhetoric 1.2.1, Aristotle 2007, 37).
Consequently, classical pragmatics has proven somewhat difficult to recon-
cile with rhetoric.
Dascal and Gross (1999, 108) proposed a “marriage” of pragmatics and rhet-
oric. They advocated for what they described as a “cognitive theory of rhetoric”, 
but what I would refer to as a rationalist theory of rhetoric. They identified several 
reasons why other scholars might not hold their peace at the nuptials of these 
two fields: First among them, Gricean pragmatics is dialogic. Grice discusses 
two interlocutors, the Speaker and the Hearer, while rhetoric must account for a 
Speaker with an audience or a Writer composing a text perhaps without a clear 
awareness who her audience is. Dascal and Gross address this concern by noting 
that oratory involves a “continuous interchange” between speaker and audience 
(Dascal/Gross 1999, 109). A second reason for caution: Grice’s Cooperative Princi-
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ple (CP) does not seem to permit misdirection, a common tool in communication 
and one commonly analyzed by rhetoricians. Thus Dascal and Gross proposed 
modifying the CP so that it states that only the appearance of cooperation must 
be maintained.
Liu and Zhu (2011) asserted that Dascal and Gross misdiagnosed a mismatch 
between pragmatics and rhetoric. In their view, Dascal and Gross failed to note 
the mismatch: that pragmatics has “foundational principles,” such as the CP, but 
that rhetoric is identified by “modus operandi” such as pathos, êthos, and style 
(Liu/Zhu 2011, 3408). Liu and Zhu’s observation echoes Plato’s Socrates, who sug-
gested that rhetoric was not a science or art, not a systematized body of knowl-
edge, but a “knack acquired by routine” (Plato 2004, 463b, p. 30).6 Liu and Zhu 
(2011) proposed rhetoric and pragmatics as antistrophoi – complementary disci-
plines, but not united in marriage – echoing Aristotle’s juxtaposition of rhetoric 
and dialectics under the same moniker. Consequently, they saw the CP and Grice’s 
maxims as requiring antistrophoi or complements within rhetoric. They proposed 
the first of these – what they called the “foundational principle in rhetoric” – the 
Non-Cooperative Principle or NCP. It takes roughly this form: Always proceed or 
respond without assuming that the other party is being cooperative.
It is difficult, however, to see the NCP as antistrophos to the CP. Instead, they 
appear to be antitheses. Grice’s entire system relies upon the CP for any coher-
ence that it achieves, and yet Dascal and Gross’s approach and the NCP entirely 
undermine it. Resisting an assumption about whether a particular fact about a 
talk interaction is true is hardly a foundational principle. These efforts fail satis-
factorily to bridge pragmatics and rhetoric.
Classical pragmatics has some issues with contemporary cognitive science 
as well. Contemporary cognitive science suggests that humans (like many other 
animals) do not routinely engage in the kind of rational inference posited by 
the founders of classical pragmatics and that their inferences are governed by 
other forces, including cognitive biases or heuristics and emotions. By “cognitive 
science,” note first that for me cognition means more than demonstrative infer-
ence or even rational inference grounded in probabilities and the like: It includes 
other functions of the mind, such as emotions and cognitive biases (cf. Oswald 
2016; Piskorska 2016). Where cognitive science is concerned, I do not mean the 
first-wave artificial-intelligence models, which viewed the brain as a sort of 
computer, operating via logical or demonstrative inference on symbols (Newell/
Simon 1976). Nor am I firmly entrenched in the camp of any of the subsequent 
6 Not all translations of the Gorgias give “knack” here. Cf. Nichols’ translation in Plato (1998, 
46), which is “experience”.
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models of cognition, including connectionism (Churchland 1989), embedded/
embodied cognition (Clark 1997), or dynamical systems theory (Juarrero 1999). 
I also do not believe it is necessary, when working with Sperber and Wilson’s 
RT, to accept Sperber and Wilson’s (2002) notions of massive modularity, under 
which there are separate modules for “mind-reading” (theory of mind), linguistic 
communication, non-linguistic communication, argumentation, etc. Rather, I’m 
committed generally to the principle embraced by all these models that there is a 
systematicity to human cognition that is worth exploring and understanding and 
that a theory of communication, whether RT or the one proposed in this chapter, 
should be consistent with empirical data.
According to Gigerenzer and Brighton (2009, 109), the human mind evolved 
as a toolbox, a set of capacities, to survive in certain environments. Among the 
important implements in our cognitive toolboxes are heuristics, “fast and frugal” 
techniques for drawing conclusions or inferences about our environments that 
are not necessarily rational in any substantive sense. They identified several key 
heuristics, including the recognition heuristic (if one of two alternatives is recog-
nized, it is preferred) and the fluency heuristic (if two alternatives are recognized, 
but one is recognized more quickly, it is preferred). Such efforts to minimize cog-
nitive effort are outgrowths of what Simon (1990) called “bounded rationality” – 
there is only so much cognitive effort that a brain can bring to bear on survival 
problems. Heuristics function as a kind of “procedural rationality” or “ecological 
rationality”, provided they are used in the environments in which they evolved. 
Heuristics do not always work well, of course, and Kahneman (2003) has pointed 
to some of the poor results that can arise from them.
Heuristic, procedural, or ecological rationality stands in contrast to sub-
stantive rationality and “the canonical definition of rational inference as weight-
ing and adding of all information (as long as it is free)” (Gigerenzer/Brighton 
2009, 113). Clark (1997) referred to this as “compositional analysis” – conscious 
 problem-solving that applies computation to the complete set of available evi-
dence. Of course, obtaining “all information” is never free, and neither is the effort 
required to process it (Gigerenzer/Brighton 2009). These heuristics predate and 
frequently supervene decision-making in the substantively rational, inferential 
mold (Haidt 2001; Mercier/Sperber 2011), and there is ample evidence of “auto-
matic” cognition regarding goals, evaluations, and emotions (Bargh et al. 1999).
In sum, some models of classical pragmatics rely upon a rationalist assump-
tion about human conduct, that humans use substantively rational inference to 
interpret communication and that the object of their interpretations is proposi-
tional content. But human language and cognition are subject to a wide variety 
of heuristics and cognitive biases that suggest substantive rationality does not 
govern utterance interpretation.
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4 Relevance-theoretic pragmatics
In 1986, linguist Deirdre Wilson and anthropologist and cognitive scientist Dan 
Sperber published the first edition of Relevance: Communication & Cognition; the 
second edition followed in 1995 (Sperber/Wilson 1995). Since its introduction, 
Sperber and Wilson’s relevance theory has become a mainstream theory in linguis-
tic pragmatics, particularly in experimental pragmatics, which employs empirical 
methods rather than philosophical speculation for pragmatic theory building.7
I contend that Sperber and Wilson’s relevance theory (RT) provides a con-
siderably more rhetorical model of pragmatics than classical pragmatics, and it 
addresses some of the concerns with classical pragmatics. RT has nevertheless 
found little welcome in the field of rhetoric. This may be due in part to antipathy 
expressed by Sperber and Wilson toward the rhetorical tradition. For example, in 
Sperber and Cummins (2007) Sperber wrote in a footnote crediting influences: “I 
will name no rhetoriticians [sic] here, for it was precisely to free myself from their 
influence that I undertook this work.” Harris (2007, 359), writing in a rhetoric 
journal, quoted Sperber and Wilson as saying “If relevance theory is right, then 
[…] rhetoric has no subject matter to study, or to teach.” Nevertheless, I claim that 
RT goes far toward bridging the gap between rhetoric and pragmatics.
Sperber and Wilson proposed relevance theory (RT) as a cognitive theory of lan-
guage-in-use. Sperber and Wilson (1995) claimed that the effort to interpret an utter-
ance is balanced against its positive cognitive effects. The more positive cognitive 
effects a stimulus has, the more relevant it is; the more difficult to process a stimu-
lus is, the less relevant. It is this relationship that Sperber and Wilson (1995) refer to 
as “relevance” in the context of human communication: The greater the utility and 
the lesser the effort to interpret, the greater the relevance (see also Wilson/Sperber 
2004; 2012). They argued that “the search for relevance is a basic feature of human 
cognition, which communicators may exploit” (Wilson/Sperber 2004, 608).
According to Wilson and Sperber (2004, 607), “[t]he central claim of relevance 
theory is that the expectations of relevance raised by an utterance are precise 
and predictable enough to guide the hearer toward the speaker’s meaning”. 
“The universal cognitive tendency to maximize relevance makes it possible (to 
some extent) to predict and manipulate the mental states of others” (Wilson/
Sperber 2004, 611). In other words, it is not necessary to assume or accept Grice’s 
Cooperative Principle. In fact, Sperber and Wilson (1995) expended considerable 
effort to show that Grice’s CP is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for 
communication and interpretation.
7 See Yus (2017) for a massive, thematically categorized bibliography of citing works. 
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Wilson and Sperber have developed their theory more fully in extended 
works on the subject (Sperber/Wilson 1995; Wilson/Sperber 2012). An accessible 
and useful summary of RT appears in Wilson and Sperber (2004). And Padilla 
Cruz (2016) offers a recent collection assessing the legacy of RT and its potential 
future, including some of the modifications I discuss below. But central here are 
several concepts that I will discuss briefly.
Wilson and Sperber (2004, 612) proposed that a Hearer confronted with an 
ostensive communicative stimulus8 employs the relevance-theoretic comprehen-
sion (or interpretation) procedure:
(9)  Follow a path of least effort in computing cognitive effects: Test interpretive 
hypotheses (disambiguations, reference resolutions, implicatures, etc.) in 
order of accessibility.
(10)  Stop when your expectations of relevance are satisfied (or abandoned).
Note that for Wilson and Sperber, the effect side of the relevance calculation, rep-
resented by “cognitive effects” in the comprehension procedure, is measured by an 
increase in the Hearer’s store of assumptions – that is, by the true representations 
about the world that can be stated in propositional form and that the Hearer can infer 
from the Speaker’s utterance, though not all RT theorists agree that increasing the 
Hearer’s store of assumptions is the only purpose of communication (e. g., Piskor-
ska 2016, 293). This constraint on RT ignores the fact, taken up below, that some 
assumptions will be more important to the Hearer than others, depending on what 
his goals are for the communicative interaction, and some RT theorists appear to 
admit goals as an influence on interpretation (e. g., Oswald 2016; Straßheim 2010). 
What’s more, this constraint ignores important aspects of everyday communica-
tions, like phatic communications intended not to communicate information but 
to enhance the affiliation between Speaker and Hearer or to create an emotional 
response in the Hearer that cannot easily be summarized in propositional form. 
Piskorska (2016, 289) characterizes these as “perlocutionary effects”9 of speech, 
effects of a “cognitive or affective type induced intentionally in the hearer by the 
speaker producing an utterance”. We will also take these up below.
In any event, under the relevance-theoretic comprehension procedure, the 
easy interpretation should be the first; and by definition, it will be the best (though 
it might not be correct). This approach is consistent with the cognitive heuristics 
called “take-the-best” and “satisficing” by Gigerenzer and Brighton (2009, 130).
8 By ostensive communicative stimulus, Wilson and Sperber refer to one “designed to attract an 
audience’s attention and focus it on the communicator’s meaning” (Wilson/Sperber 2004, 611).
9 The term of Austin (1975), of course.
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As noted above, Grice (1989) called for the utterance to be decoded and then 
the inferential process to apply only where necessary. Sperber and Wilson, in con-
trast, claimed that even the decoding process requires inferences about disam-
biguation of word senses and reference resolution, what they call “explicatures” 
or “identification of explicit content” (Wilson/Sperber 2004, 615). For example, 
for Marc to interpret “La plume de notre tante est sur le bureau” (2), he must 
resolve references like notre tante “our aunt”, especially if they have more than 
one aunt, and le bureau “the desk”, where contextual factors must provide neces-
sary information for Marc to conclude which desk.
Importantly, Wilson and Sperber imagined a series of subtasks of the first 
step of the comprehension procedure in (9) to happen simultaneously and for the 
results of this “online” comprehension procedure to influence each other, listed 
in (11) through (13) (Wilson/Sperber 2004, 615).
(11)  Identify explicatures through “decoding, disambiguation, reference resolu-
tion, and other pragmatic enrichment processes”.
(12)  Construct “an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual assump-
tions (implicated premises)”.
(13)  Construct “an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual impli-
cations (implicated conclusions)”.
RT takes all these subtasks as requiring inference and as taking place simultane-
ously. The Hearer does not decode “literal meaning” or “what is said” first and 
only then apply inference.
One advantage of this approach is that RT does not have to regard metaphor 
and irony as exceptional or as arising only from a clash between or flouting of 
Gricean maxims. For example, when Bill asks “What do you think of Smith’s 
new German textbook?” (5) and Anne answers “Où est la plume de ma tante” 
(6), Bill could likely recognize from Anne’s body language and tone of voice that 
her utterance was meant to be sarcastic or ironic and that he should not seek a 
literal interpretation of what she is saying (which would be a waste of interpre-
tive effort in any event). Wilson and Sperber would maintain that Bill reaches 
this interpretation by mutual adjustment of the explicit and implied content 
in the utterance and that this is exactly the same method that any Hearer uses 
to interpret any other utterance, including “strictly literal interpretations” 
(Wilson/Sperber 2012, 108). In this sense, literal interpretations are not in any 
way an initial default.
The relevance theory of Wilson and Sperber addresses some of the concerns 
about classical pragmatics raised above. RT shifts away from a preference for 
decoding, still evident in classical pragmatics, and offers decoding and infer-
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ence as parallel processes operating online rather than one before the other. 
These moves lead to more cognitively efficient interpretation. Notably, RT dis-
penses with the Cooperative Principle of Grice as unnecessary, removing an 
impediment to the bridge between pragmatics and rhetoric identified in Dascal 
and Gross (1999) and Liu and Zhu (2011). But other concerns discussed above 
remain: RT focuses only on the propositional content of utterances, without 
attention to Speaker’s and Hearer’s goals and emotions. This is important both 
from the perspective of production, where RT does not acknowledge that the 
Speaker’s goals may involve changing the Hearer’s emotions and goals as much 
as his assumptions or beliefs about the world, and interpretation, where RT 
views the work of interpreting utterances as still being substantively rational, 
without considering the “procedural” rationality of cognitive heuristics or the 
effect of the Hearer’s goals and emotions on his interpretation. Finally, Wilson 
and Sperber’s work seems strongly focused on relevance-theoretic comprehen-
sion or interpretation, without giving much attention to the production of com-
municative performances. The work of several scholars begins to address these 
concerns.
Straßheim (2010), based on the work of Alfred Schutz (1973), focused atten-
tion on the Speaker/Writer’s production of utterances; on the concept of “typifi-
cation”, which can be seen as a habitual cognitive response to a repeated context; 
and on the consideration of things other than assumptions as constituting cogni-
tive effects, including especially the Speaker’s goals. Schutz’s theory of typifica-
tion has played an important role in contemporary rhetorical theory (Bazerman 
2013; Miller 1984). Straßheim (2010, 1413) argued that Schutz’s typification is 
grounded in the concept of relevance, and that Schutz’s relevance-theoretic per-
spectives on communication complement those of RT. Straßheim quoted Schutz: 
“The concept of relevance is the central concept of sociology and of the cultural 
sciences.”
The theory of Straßheim (2010) makes three important contributions. 
Though he did not identify it as one of his major contributions to relevance 
theory, I propose that Straßheim’s first contribution was to focus considerable 
attention on the Speaker’s production of optimally relevant utterances, rather 
than only on the Hearer’s interpretations. This marks an important difference 
from RT, which consistently focuses on the Hearer’s interpretive processes 
but neglects the processes of production, the realm of rhetoric. Straßheim 
(2010, 1419; emphasis mine) wrote: “Since the intended experience is highly 
selective, the communicator should, in her own interest, attempt to suit her 
communicative means and ends to her addressee’s dynamics of selections, 
i.e. she  should somehow diagnose and prognosticate what is relevant to her 
addressee under which circumstances.” Unfortunately, Straßheim did not offer 
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a relevance-theoretic explanation of how the Speaker produces her utterance; 
I have extended his work to do so below.
Straßheim’s second useful addition to relevance theory was an understand-
ing of how a Speaker could predict what the Hearer will find to be relevant. In his 
view, “a relevance theory of communication needs to say more [than RT does] 
about how people know what would be relevant to others” (Straßheim 2010, 
1422). This is true given that we cannot have entirely congruent experiences.10 As 
a solution, Straßheim (2010, 1423) proposed Schutz’s theory of typification, an 
idealization that there is “a congruency of the systems of relevances” in Speaker 
and Hearer, summed up by this quotation from Schutz:
Until counterevidence [sic] I take it for granted – and assume my fellow-man does the same – 
that the differences in perspectives originating in our unique biographical situations are 
irrelevant for the purpose at hand of either of us. (quoted in Straßheim 2010, 1423)
The idealization comes with a recognition that the counter-evidence Schutz men-
tioned could come at any time, and that if a Speaker or Hearer fails to recognize 
the counter-evidence, a miscommunication is possible or even likely. Schutz 
and Straßheim noted that Speakers and Hearers in most cases must immedi-
ately abandon the idealized similarity between them, but only to the extent that 
the evidence of their context and communications demands it. In other words, 
Speaker and Hearer will rely heavily on habitual performances and interpreta-
tions, barring counter-evidence that suggests they should vary from habitual 
practices. This is consistent with the “fluency heuristic” described by Gigerenzer 
and Brighton (2009, 130).
Straßheim’s third useful addition to relevance theory was to argue that its 
definition of “cognitive effects” as alterations in the Hearer’s store of assump-
tions was too “constrained to an inferential logic of assumptions”. He saw that 
“Sperber and Wilson strictly define the ‘effect’ side of relevance (which shapes 
the whole notion) in terms of either deducing new assumptions, modifying the 
strength of old ones, or erasing old ones” (Straßheim 2010, 1432). Recall from 
above that “assumptions” are representations about the world that can be stated 
in propositional form. Straßheim claimed that such a limitation results in rele-
vance theory failing to account for enough of what goes on in communication 
and contrasted it with the theory of Schutz, which considered “practical plan-
ning and acting” and emotions as important inputs to the relevance assessment 
(Straßheim 2010; see also Larson 2016; Oswald 2016; Piskorska 2016).
10 And if we did, as Straßheim noted, there would be no need for communication.
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5  Cognitive pragmatic rhetorical theory
Like the work of Wilson and Sperber, one of the goals for cognitive pragmatic 
rhetorical (CPR) theory is to offer a framework for describing human communica-
tive activity in a way that can effectively be explored empirically. Essentially, CPR 
theory seeks to build a cognitive bridge between rhetoric and pragmatics, and 
particularly experimental pragmatics. It does so by synthesizing RT and adapta-
tions of it by RT theorists described above.
In brief, CPR theory explains how Speakers and Hearers produce and inter-
pret utterances subject to the principle of relevance, which I describe metaphori-
cally as a fraction with cognitive effect in the numerator and cognitive effort in the 
denominator. Cognitive effects consist of assumptions, or factual representations, 
and emotions that are consistent with the Hearer’s goals and which the Hearer may 
derive from an utterance by means of substantively rational inference – taking into 
account linguistic decoding, contextual information, and expectations about the 
Speaker’s intended effects – application of cognitive heuristics, or both. Cognitive 
effort consists of the effort required to engage in rational inference as well as search 
costs, the effort required to make interpretive resources accessible in the Hearer’s 
cognitive environment. The CPR relevance fraction emphasizes that as the cogni-
tive effect grows, so too does relevance, and as the cognitive effort grows, relevance 
declines, just as the numerator and denominator of a fraction affect its evaluation.
To flesh out CPR theory, I will connect these cognitive and pragmatic dimen-
sions to rhetoric. First, I examine the components of the cognitive environments 
for Speakers and Hearers. Cognitive environment is a concept in RT that refers 
strictly to the assumptions that Speakers and Hearers hold. CPR theory adapts this 
concept by expanding the meaning of assumption and by including the Speaker’s 
and Hearer’s goals and emotions.
Second, I explain how CPR theory extends the idea of cognitive effort (or 
accessibility) by recasting it to include search costs: the effort a Hearer spends 
to find productive or interpretive resources not presently accessible in his or her 
cognitive environment. The greater these search costs, the greater the effort in the 
effect-effort fraction that defines relevance, and the more likely the Hearer will 
not interpret the utterance as the Speaker desires.
Third, I show how the Speaker’s cognitive environment connects to the Hear-
er’s cognitive environment by describing CPR theory’s notion of imputed cognitive 
environment. This can be seen as the construction of the audience by a speaker (or 
vice versa), consistent with some contemporary theories of rhetoric (e. g., Perel-
man/Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969). Finally, I illustrate the CPR-theoretic production 
and interpretation processes using the examples with which this chapter opened 
and with an attested rhetorical performance.
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5.1  Components of cognitive environments
A central component of a human’s communicative production and interpretation 
is the human’s “cognitive environment”, which I define this way:
(14)  Cognitive environment (CPR): For an individual at a given time, the union 
of the set of assumptions and goals accessible to him or her and his or her 
emotional state.
I define each of these components and explain why it is included in this defini-
tion below. This definition of “cognitive environment” differs from Sperber and 
Wilson’s. In RT, the cognitive environment includes only assumptions, but I reject 
both RT’s limited definition of “assumption” and its restriction of the cognitive 
environment only to assumptions.
5.1.1  Assumptions
In CPR theory, assumption is defined as follows:
(15)  Assumptions (CPR): Thoughts that can be expressed in propositional form 
and are treated by the individual as representations of the world, includ-
ing the states of mind of the individual or others (meta-representations) and 
including hypothetical propositions.
Recall that for RT, assumptions are beliefs with propositional content. Sperber 
and Wilson (1995, 2) define “assumptions” as “thoughts treated by the individual 
as representations of the actual world (as opposed to fictions, desires, or rep-
resentations of representations)”.
Sperber and Wilson conclude that assumptions can be presented in proposi-
tional form. For example, the moment Cyrille responds “La plume de notre tante est 
sur le bureau” (2) to Marc’s question “Où est la plume de notre tante?” (1), Marc may 
entertain a representation such as (16), (17), or (18) or some combination of them.
(16)  ‘The pen is on the table.’
(17)  ‘Cyrille just told me the pen is on the table.’
(18)  ‘Cyrille wants me to believe that the pen is on the table.’
On Sperber and Wilson’s account, though, (18) is not an assumption but a rep-
resentation of a representation, or a meta-representation. Nevertheless, as such 
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hypothetical and meta-representations are the inputs and outputs of communi-
cation, I will not exclude them.11
For Speaker and Hearer alike, contextual assumptions are critical for inter-
pretation, including (A) “encyclopedic knowledge about the world”,12 (B) knowl-
edge speaker and hearer have about each other, (C) knowledge of events that 
have just transpired in a shared environment, (D) knowledge of previous utter-
ances witnessed by them, (E) non-verbal cues like smiles, winks or tone of voice, 
(F) knowledge of linguistic cues, and (G) the physical environment (Yus 2016, 
150–154).
CPR theory recognizes at least two attributes of assumptions that are impor-
tant in their application: An assumption can be more or less accessible to the 
individual, and an individual can be more or less committed to an assumption. 
See the discussion below of accessibility and commitment.
5.1.2  Goals
Having addressed assumptions, we can turn now to goals. As a preliminary defi-
nition of “goal” for CPR theoretical purposes, I offer (19):
(19)  Goals (CPR): Consequences (end states or otherwise) desired or unwanted 
by a human and capable of motivating him or her to action.13
Goals are not a feature of the cognitive environment in RT (cf. Larson 2016; Oswald 
2016). Straßheim (2010) made an important contribution by noting that the calcu-
lation of “relevance” is difficult or impossible without accounting for the goals of 
the individual, but he did not offer a definition of “goal”. This chapter is no place 
11 Sperber might conclude that cognition relating to utterances and thoughts (all meta- 
representations) would be handled by a different mental module under his massive modularity 
hypothesis, under which there are distinct mental modules for communication, argumentation, 
etc. Ultimately, it is not necessary for purposes of CPR theory’s goals of analysis and interpre-
tation to distinguish these modules, though it might prove helpful for empirical research in the 
future. The same is true, for example, with regard to the possibility that there is a mental model 
for automatic (affective) evaluations of stimuli (Bargh et al. 1996, 123) in relation to my inclusion 
of emotions in the cognitive environment.
12 Not necessarily true information, but what is commonly believed – doxa or endoxa, in clas-
sical rhetorical terms.
13 Adapted from Gutman (1997, 547), internal citations omitted. Future study of goals in this 
context probably needs to explore the way that goals – what we want or don’t want – are shaped 
by values – why we want or don’t want those outcomes (Gutman 1997).
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to offer a complete theory of goals for human action, but it seems necessary to 
offer at least the tentative definition above (adapted from the realm of marketing 
psychology) that can be subjected to future refinement.
Goals can be more or less accessible just as assumptions can; that is, the 
individual may or may not have a particular goal “in mind” during a particular 
communicative interaction. Like assumptions, goals are also subject to varying 
degrees of commitment.
5.1.3  Accessibility, search costs, and commitment
Goals that are accessible to an individual influence the way that she processes infor-
mation (Peterman 1997). So, too, do accessible assumptions (Bargh et al. 1996, 105). 
But what does it mean to say that an assumption or goal is “accessible”? For a start, 
it means to acknowledge that it is possible for an individual to have assumptions 
and goals that are not influencing her present cognition to the full extent possible.
This leads (finally) to a tentative definition of “accessible” in CPR theory:
(20)  Accessible (CPR): An assumption or goal is more accessible than another 
if it presently exerts greater influence on information processing and deci-
sion-making, or can be made to do so with lower search costs, than the other 
assumption or goal.
So, as Bargh et al. (1996, 105) explain:
The accessibility of knowledge is a function of how recently it has been used and also of 
how frequently it has been applied in the past […] Frequently used or chronically accessible 
knowledge exerts a greater influence on judgment than does other relevant but less acces-
sible knowledge regardless of whether it has been recently used or not; it is in a relatively 
permanent state of increased activation.
To this, I would add assumptions (and goals) derived from or driven by a cogni-
tive heuristic (à la Gigerenzer/Brighton 2009) or an automatic process (Bargh/
Chartrand 1999).
An important way to conceive of accessibility of goals or assumptions not 
presently accessible is to think of it in terms of “search costs”: A goal or assump-
tion is more accessible where the individual needs to search less in memory for it 
or to engage in less inferential reasoning to derive it. For readers who are  language 
teachers, exposure to Anne’s utterance “Où est la plume de ma tante” (6), in 
response to a question having nothing to do with aunts or pens, will “prime” 
assumptions related to phrasebooks, low-quality language instruction, etc. This 
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is consistent with research in “semantic priming” (see Hutchison et al. 2013, for 
an overview of this literature) and evaluative priming (Bargh et al. 1996). For most 
individuals, mentioning their goals will prime them, I believe, making them more 
available to influence interpretation.
At this point, I want to return to the concept of the heuristic. Above we con-
sidered the heuristic as a “fast and frugal” means of reaching a conclusion, one 
that operates more or less automatically in human cognition and which might or 
might not be justified on rational grounds. This type of cognitive heuristic has 
sometimes been called a cognitive bias.14 I equate search costs with the costs of 
finding an assumption in memory or through inference. The cognitive heuristics 
discussed above refer to low-cost methods for finding assumptions. But Straßheim 
also identifies another source for low-cost searching: typification, those “connec-
tions ingrained through repetition and automatization, […] relatedness framed 
by routines or habits, [and] the continuation of what went on before” (Straßheim 
2010, 1426). This is consistent, too, with Bargh et al.’s (1996, 105) “chronically 
accessible” representations, which “become active upon the presence of relevant 
environmental information”.
Accessible goals and assumptions are “highly salient information that is con-
stantly and automatically being strengthened” (Yus 2016, 158).
Contrast the notion here of accessibility of an assumption with an individual’s 
commitment to it. For example, the assumption ‘The pen is on the table’ (16) may be 
one to which Marc is only tentatively committed on the basis of the fact that Cyrille 
has told him where the pen is. He may conclude that she could have uttered “La 
plume de notre tante est sur le bureau” (2) out of indifference and with no knowl-
edge; or even in an active attempt to mislead him. Thus, the assumptions ‘The pen is 
on the table’ (16) and ‘Cyrille just told me the pen is on the table’ (17) may be equally 
accessible to Marc at the same time that he is committed more to (17) than to (16).
5.1.4  Emotional states
Rhetoricians since Aristotle have overtly recognized the role of emotion in com-
munication and persuasion. Among his three artistic proofs was pathos, or appeal 
14 The senses of the word “heuristic” include “[d]esignating or relating to decision making that is 
performed through intuition or common sense” – a sense consistent with that discussed above – 
but also the sense “[o]f, relating to, or enabling discovery or problem-solving” (Oxford English 
Dictionary, n.d.). The word’s etymology goes to the Greek euriskein, “to find” (Oxford English 
Dictionary, n.d.). This is the same root as for the term “heuresis”, the Greek name for the first 
rhetorical canon, called “inventio” in Latin or “invention”.
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to emotion (Aristotle 2007). Dascal and Gross (1999) suggested, rightly I think, that 
rhetoric and pragmatics need to account for emotion in the production and inter-
pretation of communicative performances. They limited that assertion, though, 
to claiming that the emotional aspects of communication should be subject to 
rational inference. I believe it’s important to distinguish the conception of emo-
tional states and their effects on the production and interpretation of communica-
tion from assumptions about emotional states, which can be the objects of rational 
inference.
Consider the exchange where Carlos asked “Where is Aunt Luisa’s Mont 
Blanc pen?” (3). Laura responded “La plume de ma tante est sur le bureau” (4). 
Laura’s goal here was not to communicate needed information to Carlos. Instead 
her response in French, a language she and Maria speak but that Carlos does not, 
can be seen only as an effort to embarrass Carlos or make him angry in front of 
Maria. At this point, Carlos might feel embarrassed or angry. On the other hand, if 
he is used to Laura’s efforts to anger him, he might not have those feelings at all. 
Thus he may (or may not) adopt any of the following assumptions:
(21)  ‘I feel angry and embarrassed.’
(22)  ‘Laura’s comment has made me angry and embarrassed.’
(23)  ‘Laura intended her comment to make me angry and embarrassed.’
These assumptions can be the objects of rational inference. For example, once 
Carlos adopts (21) and (22), he might rationally infer (23) – though they by no 
means compel it. The feelings Carlos is experiencing can affect his cognition in 
a wide variety of ways. For example, anger and embarrassment may cause him 
to stomp out of the room in a huff. But note that Carlos may experience the feel-
ings of anger and embarrassment without adopting any of the assumptions in 
(21) through (23), and that he might adopt the assumption (23) without actually 
feeling angry or embarrassed.
The effect of the Speaker’s utterance on the emotions the Hearer experiences 
is therefore distinct from the assumptions that the Hearer has about his emotions. 
CPR theory maintains this distinction by evaluating emotions as cognitive effects 
in their own right, separately from any assumptions or propositions about them.
5.1.5  Imputed cognitive environments
A person interacting with another person adopts assumptions about what the 
other’s cognitive environment includes. In other words, a Speaker has expecta-
tions about what assumptions and goals are accessible to the Hearer and what 
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emotions he is experiencing. These assumptions by an individual about the cog-
nitive environment of another I call “imputed cognitive environments”.
This concept is modeled after the “mutually manifest” cognitive environ-
ment of RT, but I have avoided the terminology from RT. The name “mutual 
manifestation” suggests that the Speaker and Hearer actually share assump-
tions and that they know they share them. Sperber and Wilson (1995) took pains 
to clarify that this is not the case: What is mutually manifest between Speaker 
and Hearer may be different for Speaker and Hearer. In other words, what the 
Speaker thinks the Speaker and Hearer both believe may be different than what 
the Hearer thinks they both believe. Thus I believe the “mutually manifest” 
name is unnecessarily confusing and have chosen “imputed” cognitive envi-
ronment instead. This conception of a mutually shared environment imagined 
by one party to it is consistent with the conception of audience in Perelman and 
Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969): They note that for a speaker, her audience is always a 
construction of her own, based on what she knows (or thinks she knows) about 
the audience.
A human may construct an imputed cognitive environment with relation 
to another human (or group of them) based upon a variety of assumptions 
and stimuli, including the contextual information identified by Yus above. For 
example, if two humans are interacting in a typified situation, each can be 
expected to understand the underlying assumptions held by the other. But as 
Schutz noted, they cannot have had the same experiences of even these typified 
environments, so their imputed cognitive environments cannot be entirely con-
gruent.
5.2  CPR-theoretic production and interpretation
Under CPR theory, I argue that the production and interpretation of utterances is 
governed by relevance, but I propose a slight alteration to the formulation of the 
concept of relevance. As with Sperber and Wilson’s relevance theory (RT), rele-
vance in CPR theory is a metaphorical ratio of effect to effort. But the workings 
of this ratio are slightly different for the Speaker than for the Hearer. This section 
introduces the CPR-theoretic production and interpretation procedures.
A Speaker seeks by her utterance to change the cognitive environment of the 
Hearer. The changes the Speaker seeks to work on the Hearer’s cognitive environ-
ment will depend on which of the Speaker’s goals are most accessible to her when 
she is speaking and the strength of her commitment to them. The Speaker’s cog-
nition is governed by the principle of relevance. She seeks to maximize the ratio 
of effect to effort. So I offer the CPR-theoretic production procedure:
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(24)  CPR-theoretic production procedure: The Speaker should incur search costs 
in producing her utterance proportional to the effect she expects it to have 
on the Hearer’s cognitive environment, taking into account the imputed cog-
nitive environment, the Hearer’s likely assessment of the utterance’s rele-
vance to the Hearer himself, and the accessibility and strength of the goal 
the Speaker is attempting to advance.
This procedure was implicit in Larson (2016)’s analysis of students’ writing pro-
duction. He suggested that students expended considerable effort keeping the 
linguistic conventions of a professional genre accessible in their cognition while 
suppressing “chronically accessible” practices associated with the authors’ 
genders. The students did so, he suggested, because they had highly accessible 
goals to which they were strongly committed: getting good grades on the assign-
ments and making positive impressions on faculty. The goals warranted high 
search costs and overcoming the usually-high relevance of habitual communica-
tive performances.
Relevance for the Hearer consists of the ratio of effects to efforts, too. But 
unlike RT, CPR theory does not hold that a Hearer’s assessment of cognitive 
effects is limited to the enhancement of the assumptions available to the Hearer. 
On the contrary, CPR theory acknowledges that the Hearer may be engaged in 
the communicative exchange to obtain something more or other than informa-
tion. CPR theory also measures the Hearer’s effort in terms of search costs: For 
example, the greater the extent to which he can identify the Speaker’s utterance 
as an example of a habitual utterance pattern, the lower the effort required to 
interpret her utterance.
However, because the Hearer can presume that the Speaker has attempted 
to make her ostensive communication optimally relevant to him, he can con-
tinue generally to rely on the RT comprehension procedure, which directs him 
to follow a path of least effort in interpreting the utterance and to stop when 
his expectations of relevance are met. (See the discussion regarding Wilson 
and Sperber’s relevance-theoretic comprehension procedure in (9) and (10) 
above.) The CPR theoretic interpretation procedure accounts for the accessi-
bility and commitment of the Hearer’s goals, though, and can thus be defined 
this way:
(25)  CPR-theoretic interpretation procedure: The Hearer should follow the path 
of least effort in interpreting the Speaker’s utterance, testing interpretative 
hypotheses in order of accessibility, stopping when his expectations of rele-
vance are satisfied, taking into account the imputed cognitive environment 
and the goals the Hearer is attempting to advance.
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6  Analyses of illustrative examples
CPR theory accounts for the examples with which this chapter opened, a partial 
analysis of which I offer here. Assume that after Marc uttered “Où est la plume de 
notre tante?” (1), Cyrille’s cognitive environment consists (at least in part) of the 
following assumptions, goals, and emotions15:
(26)  A(ssumption): ‘Marc just asked where our aunt’s pen is.’
(27)  A: ‘The pen is on the desk.’
(28)  G(oal): To aid, or at least not to hinder, Marc.
(29)  E(motion): Desire to help, or at least none to harm, Marc.
Cyrille’s goals and emotions probably pre-date Marc’s question, and her assump-
tions are easily derived from asking the contextual questions suggested by Yus 
above. As for the cognitive environment Cyrille imputes to Marc, that includes 
probably at least the following:
(30) !A [That is, he does not have this assumption]: ‘The pen is on the desk.’
(31)  G: To know where the pen is.
(32)  G: To get the pen, probably relatively quickly.
She may attribute any number of other goals and emotions to Marc, but this will 
suffice for now. Given her cognitive environment, the utterance that requires the 
least effort for her to produce and optimally achieves her goals is “La plume de 
notre tante est sur le bureau” (2).16 As noted above, Marc’s interpretation requires 
merely decoding the words.
Let’s assume that Laura’s cognitive environment after Carlos asks “Where is 
Aunt Luisa’s Mont Blanc pen?” (3) looks something like this:
(33)  A: ‘Carlos just asked where our aunt’s pen is.’
(34)  A: ‘The pen is on the desk.’
(35)  A: ‘Carlos pronounces Mont Blanc that way because he is pompous.’
(36)  A: ‘Maria heard Carlos’ question and will hear my response.’
(37)  G: To put Carlos in his place by annoying or frustrating him.
15 In these analyses, components of speakers’/hearers’ cognitive environments are designated 
as ‘A’ for assumption, ‘G’ for goal, and ‘E’ for emotion. An exclamation mark before the abbrevia-
tion indicates that the actor does not have that component. For example, “!A: ‘The pen is on the 
desk’” signifies that the actor does not possess the assumption, ‘The pen is on the desk.’
16 It’s possible that just “Sur le bureau” would have been even better.
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(38)  G: To amuse Maria or to invite her into a conspiracy against Carlos.
(39)  !G [That is, she does not have this goal, though we need not assume she 
opposes this goal]: To help Carlos.
(40) E: Playfulness, aggression, perhaps, toward Carlos.
She might impute to Carlos a cognitive environment that includes (30)–(32). 
Given her goals and emotions, it’s worth it for Laura to search for and construct 
the French response to Carlos’s question, even though she would find it easier as 
a native speaker of English to respond in English. If we remove (37) and (38) as 
goals, though, that effort would make no sense, and her response would more 
likely be “on the desk”.
For his part, Carlos will impute to Laura less-than-charitable goals if she 
utters “La plume de ma tante est sur le bureau” (4) in a language he does not 
understand, especially if she delivers it in an exaggerated or pompous tone of 
voice. He need not spend any more time decoding or interpreting her utterance, 
because he can conclude that she means it to be impenetrable to him. If he can 
master his own emotions, though, he might recognize the word “bureau”, a 
cognate in English and French, and get the answer he needs. Whether he does 
that or instead stomps out of the room probably depends on the strength of his 
goals (31) and (32) (assuming those are indeed his goals).
Finally, after Bill asks “What do you think of Smith’s new German textbook?” 
(5), Anne might have this cognitive environment:
(41)  A: ‘Bill just asked what I thought of Smith’s text.’
(42)  A: ‘Smith’s text is superficial and useless.’
(43)  A: ‘Bill understands French.’ [This may require search costs for Anne, 
depending on how familiar she is with Bill’s knowledge of languages.]
(44) A: ‘Smith’s text is like a language book that teaches “La plume de ma tante …”’ 
[This probably requires her to incur search or inference costs, though she may 
have formulated this comparison earlier, while actually reviewing the text.]
(45)  G: To answer Bill’s question.
(46) G: To seem clever to Bill.
(47)  G: To amuse Bill.
(48) E: Playfulness[?]
She might impute to Bill:
(49) G: To know whether Smith’s text is any good.
(50)  G: To be amused, or at least no opposition to it.
(51)  E: Playfulness.
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Formulating her response in the form “Où est la plume de ma tante” (6) is rele-
vant because the extra efforts to derive (43) and (44) and to utter (6) specifically 
address her goals (46) and (47) and gratify her emotion (48). But she has imposed 
a higher interpretative cost on Bill, who does not get a straight answer to his ques-
tion. If Anne is wrong about Bill’s cognitive environment, for example, if he does 
not represent (50) or (51) and strongly holds (49) as a goal, he might be impatient 
with her attempt at a joke, and he might fail to interpret (6) correctly, or at all.
A full analysis of these situations would likely involve a consideration of 
many other contextual factors, but as constructed examples, they provided few 
such details. Let’s consider instead an attested (though perhaps apocryphal) rhe-
torical performance.
Joshua Norton was a peculiar presence in 19th-century San Francisco, 
about whom we have a number of stories, but it’s difficult to say which are true 
and which apocryphal. He reputedly styled himself “Emperor of America and 
Protector of Mexico”, doing so after failed businesses had left him impover-
ished (Ryder 1939, n.p.). He wore military-royal clothes and even printed his own 
money. On one occasion, he was walking after dinner and came upon a crowd of 
anti-Chinese demonstrators at the corner of Kearny and California Streets who 
were being whipped into a potentially violent frenzy by a speaker. Anticipating 
violence, Norton asked to address the crowd, who at first laughed that he was 
being allowed to do so. According to Ryder (1939, n.p.):
The Emperor, steadying himself with his heavy cane, closed his eyes and commenced recit-
ing the Lord’s Prayer. Even the hoodlums were silent, and when he asked the audience to 
repeat the Prayer with him, some of them joined in […] Then he made a little speech of his 
own […] When [he] requested the crowd to disperse, it did so quickly, without dissent. There 
were no windows broken in […] Chinatown that night.
In this situation, Norton took advantage of contextual information and assump-
tions, goals, and emotions that he could impute to his audience. For example, 
he was no doubt aware that such “typical” gatherings often resulted in violence 
against the Chinese immigrant community (recent events and recent utterances). 
We may assume that he had a very strong and very accessible goal to prevent 
violence and to get the crowd to disperse. He may have believed that directly 
contradicting a demagogue and ordering an angry mod to disperse rarely works. 
So his strong, accessible goal motivated him to expend more cognitive effort to 
search for a rhetorical solution. If he thought of ways to calm the crowd, he might 
readily have come up with the Lord’s Prayer. He could reasonably conclude that 
most of the folks of European heritage in the crowd had Christian backgrounds 
(knowledge of the audience). He probably knew that the Lord’s Prayer is common 
to all Christian denominations and appears in their scriptures (Matthew 6:9–13; 
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encyclopedic knowledge; knowledge of linguistic cues). He could presume that 
they were all familiar with the Prayer and that they associated it with contexts of 
quiet, contemplation, and supplication, rather than contexts of violence (knowl-
edge of audience and of previous utterances witnessed by them). He would expect 
that closing his eyes while reciting the prayer would reinforce the recollection of 
such contexts, making them more accessible to his audience (non-verbal cues). 
Asking the audience to join him in reciting the prayer further functioned to evoke 
the context of the church, which would generally be inconsistent with violent 
action (knowledge of the audience and previous utterances witnessed by them).
He made his message (the perlocutionary objective of which was to calm the 
crowd’s violent emotions and change their immediate goals to peaceful ones) rel-
evant to the audience: He chose an utterance – the prayer – that did not directly 
or literally communicate its message, so interpreting it would normally require 
more effort from the audience. But by choosing sentences that evoked a “chron-
ically accessible” context for the audience, Norton could take advantage of the 
changes his utterance (and theirs, too, when they agreed to repeat it with him) 
would easily work on them to calm them before he switched to a more traditional 
oratorical mode and asked them to disperse.
Even this little analysis is elliptical, and there is much more that can be said 
about this case, but it goes some way toward showing how principles of RT and 
CPR theory can contribute to a rhetorical understanding both of how orators 
might construct their utterances and audiences understand them.
7  Looking forward
This chapter has introduced cognitive pragmatic rhetorical (CPR) theory, which 
provides a framework for analysis not available in classical pragmatics, in the 
relevance theory (RT) of Sperber and Wilson, or in contemporary rhetorical 
theory. CPR theory is cognitive in that it embraces theories from cognitive science, 
including cognitive heuristics and automaticity and RT itself. It seeks to charac-
terize human communication in ways consistent with the wide-ranging programs 
of empirical research into it.
CPR theory is overtly pragmatic in that it adopts and adapts most of the 
machinery of RT. It extends that machinery by synthesizing work of RT theorists 
who have acknowledged the need for RT to account for speaker and hearer goals 
in communicative production and interpretation. CPR theory contributes to RT 
a production procedure that explains the great efforts speakers will make to 
contrive a complex communicative performance when the stakes (expressed as 
speakers’ strong and accessible goals and emotions) are high.
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CPR theory measures cognitive effect not just in terms of increasing the hear-
er’s assumptions – or propositional knowledge about the world. By focusing on 
hearers’ emotions and goals, on the accessibility of assumptions and goals, and 
on a framework for assessing accessibility, CPR theory helps to clarify what is 
and is not relevant in human communication for hearers. Whether a speaker’s 
utterance will seem optimally relevant to a hearer and thus warrant interpretive 
effort will still depend centrally on the hearer’s goals for and emotions about the 
exchange and the accessibility of the assumptions she will need to search to gen-
erate necessary interpretive machinery – that is, on the cognitive effort.
Finally, CPR theory is rhetorical in that it seeks to explain the available means of 
persuasion and the process of rhetorical production. It also seeks to make rhetoric 
an explanatory discipline rather than just a knack born of experience. It may permit 
rhetoricians not only to identify rhetorical constructs like “rhetorical situations”, 
“identification”, and “genre”, but also to explain their operation in cognitive terms.
Many questions remain. CPR theory may not be consistent with the empir-
ical findings of researchers in cognitive science and RT. A closer comparison of 
CPR-theoretic principles with outcomes in such studies is necessary. And despite 
the toy and possibly apocryphal examples analyzed in this chapter, CPR theory 
has not yet proven that it can provide new and useful insights to rhetorical analy-
sis not available with other approaches. Future work will thus determine whether 
CPR theory is a safe bridge, allowing travel between pragmatics and rhetoric.
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